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1 Introduction

Dice games, such as craps and Yahtzee, provide an opportunity for students to
explore many mathematical concepts related to probability and modeling. One
such dice game, Cosmic Wimpout, originated in the 1970s and is the focus of
this article. Cosmic Wimpout is a game played with 5 special dice. Similar to
craps, the rules governing Cosmic Wimpout force players to continue re-rolling
1, 2 or even all 5 dice at different times until certain results occur. In this
article we investigate some probabilities associated with the Cosmic Wimpout
dice game, develop a Markov Chain model for the game and apply matrix
operations using the program Maple to predict the probable outcomes of the
model.

2 Scoring and the Basic Rules of the Game

Cosmic Wimpout is a dice game played with four white dice with faces labeled 2,
3, 4, 5, 6, and 10, and one black die with a wild face referred to as the Flaming
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Sun, *, replacing the 3. The rules for the game, which are explained below,
can be found in various places, including the rules insert that accompanies the
game and the official Cosmic Wimpout website [1]. The 5, 10 and Flaming
Sun are considered scoring faces. The game can be played with any number of
people, and the objective is to be the player with the most points at the end
of the game. Players start a turn by rolling all 5 dice.

The following are the possible outcomes of the initial roll:

� For every 5 and 10 rolled, the player earns 5 and 10 points respectively,
unless three or five of them are rolled at once. For example, if a player
rolls 10 10 5 2 3, then the player scores 10 + 10 + 5 = 25 points.

� If three faces match on a single roll, then the roll is scored as a Flash.
Note the faces can have any value. The value of the matching faces is
multiplied by 10 and scored. For example, if a player rolls 2 2 2 4 6, then
the player scores 20 points.

� The Flaming Sun face is considered to be wild. It can be counted as
either a 5 or a 10, or considered non-scoring and re-rolled except in the
following instances.

a. The Flaming Sun Rule – if the Flaming Sun is thrown in the same
roll as a pair, then the Flaming Sun must be treated as the same
value of the pair to make a Flash. For example, if a player rolls 4 4
* 2 6, then the Flaming Sun must be treated as a 4, and the player
has a Flash of 4s worth 40 points. If the Flaming Sun is rolled with
2 different pairs, the player chooses which Flash to make.

b. If the Flaming Sun is the only non-scoring die on a roll, then it must
be counted as either a 5 or a 10 and set aside to avoid wimping out.

� If all five dice match, the roll is called a Freight Train, which scores as
100 times the value of the face. For example, if a player rolls 4 4 4 4
4, then the player scores 400 points. If a player rolls all sixes then the
player instantly wins the game. However, if all tens are rolled, that is
considered “too many points” and the player instantly loses the game.
This is called a Supernova. Note if four faces match on a single roll and
the other face is the Flaming Sun, this is NOT considered a Freight Train.
For example, a roll of 4 4 4 4 * is treated as a Flash of 4s worth 40 points
and the Flaming Sun can be valued as a 5, 10 or non-scoring.

� If the player manages to not roll a Freight Train, Flash, 5, 10 or the
Flaming Sun, this is called a Wimpout (or wimping out) and the player
receives no points.

Rules of the Game

If the player rolls and does not Wimpout, he or she has the option, or might
even be forced to reroll a certain number of dice based on the following rules:
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� The You May Not Want To But You Must (YMNWTBYM) rule forces a
player to reroll all five dice if the player has scored on all five dice.

� The Futtless Rule forces a player to “clear” a Flash by rerolling all non-
scoring dice. In order to clear a Flash, the player must roll any face not
matching the Flash and score after rerolling all initial non-scoring dice.
If a player rolls the same value as the Flash, then the player must reroll
all dice that were not in the original Flash. If a player does not score on
the reroll, he or she has wimped out and gets no points for the turn.

� The Flaming Sun Rule actually consists of two parts. If a pair is rolled
along with the wild Flaming Sun face *, then the wild must take on the
value of the pair to create a Flash. Secondly, if the Flaming Sun is the
only scoring die rolled, it must take on a 5 or a 10 to prevent the player
from wimping out. Typically, a player chooses the value to be 10 to
maximize his or her score.

� The Opening Roll rule states that all players must score at least 35 points
on his or her initial turn to be in the game. This means that a player
cannot score his or her first points with any value below 35.

Outside of these rules, the player has discretion to decide whether or not he
or she would like to reroll the non-scoring dice, and thus the math comes into
play. Based on probabilities, strategies can be developed to ensure a higher
success rate in not wimping out, as well as scoring more points. Once a player
reaches the agreed winning total, a round of Last Licks begins. This round
gives each player a last opportunity to score enough points to have a higher
score than the first player to reach the winning value.

Deciphering Scores and Basic Strategies

For each of the example rolls, the highlighted value represents the black die.

Example Roll 1: 3 3 3 5 6

The Flash of 3s scores 30, and the 5 scores a 5, so the player scores 35. Ac-
cording to the Futtless Rule, he or she must reroll the 6 to clear the Flash of
3s. Recall the black die does not have a 3 on any of its faces. If a 5, 10, or the
Flaming Sun is rolled (since the 6 was on the black die), the Flash is cleared
and the last die’s value would be added to the player’s score, then the player
must reroll all five dice due to the YMNWTBYM rule. However, if the player
rolls a 2, 4, or 6 then he or she wimps out and scores no points.

Example Roll 2: 4 4 * 2 6

According to the Flaming Sun Rule, the wild must count as a 4, creating a
Flash of 4s which is worth 40 points. By the Futtless Rule, the player must
reroll the 2 and 6 to clear the Flash. If a 4 is rolled on either die, then by the
Futtless Rule, the player must reroll both dice. If one of the faces is a 5 or 10
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and the other is not a 4, the Flash is cleared and the player has the option to
reroll the remaining die. At this point, the player could risk wimping out (by
not scoring on the last die) in an attempt to increase his or her score. If the
player rerolls scoring values on both remaining dice, then by the YMNWTBYM
rule, the player must continue his or her turn by rerolling all five dice.

Example Roll 3: 2 2 2 2 10

On this roll, a Flash of 2s is scored, but only using three of the four 2s rolled.
The Flash along with the additional 10 values this roll at 30. According to the
Futtless Rule, one of the 2s must be rerolled in order to clear the Flash of 2s.
The player then decides which die to reroll. Statistically speaking, the player
has a higher chance of wimping out if a white die is rerolled, since only two
faces are scoring, whereas the black die has three scoring faces. Therefore the
assumed strategy is to reroll the black die in an attempt to score and avoid
wimping out.

Example Roll 4: 3 5 3 10 3

The Flash of 3s scores 30, then the 5 and 10 score a total of 15, so this roll’s
value is 45. According to the YMNWTBYM rule, the player must reroll all
five dice. On the reroll, the player still must clear the Flash of 3s due to the
Futtless rule. If the player wimps out on the next roll, however, then he or she
would receive no points for this turn.

Example Roll 5: 5 10 2 * 3

The 5 and 10 score a total of 15, and to obtain the most points, the Flaming
Sun would represent 10, valuing this roll at 25. As long as this roll is not the
initial roll, which by the Opening Roll rule requires 35 points to get in the
game, then the player has the option to either stop his or her turn and take
the 25 points, or risk wimping out by rolling the two non-scoring dice

Example Roll 6: 2 2 2 2 *

The player rolled four 2s and the Flaming Sun, but the Sun does not count as
a 2 to create a Freight Train. Instead, the player would score 20 from a Flash
of 2s, and an additional 10 from the Flaming Sun. Then the player must clear
the Flash by rerolling one of the 2s and rolling either a 5 or 10, forcing a reroll
of all five dice by the YMNWTBYM rule. If the player’s reroll results with a
2 again, then he or she must continue rerolling, but if he or she rolls a 3, 4, or
6, then the player wimps out.
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3 Game Scores for Cosmic Wimpout

To calculate probabilities of particular rolls and scores, we must first know all
possible outcomes of the initial roll. Creating a full list of all possible outcomes
of the initial roll resulted in 25 possible numerical outcomes along with the non-
numerical outcomes of automatically winning or automatically losing the game.
For each possible numerical outcome, another comprehensive list was made
showing each possible way to score that particular number of points on the
initial roll. Using permutations, combinations and basic counting techniques
as described in [3], we can determine through brute force how many unique
ways that score can occur.

For a detailed example of this, we will consider the score value of 40. Table 1
lists all possible ways to score 40 points, organized by whether or not the
Flaming Sun was rolled, and what Flash value was rolled. Here a and b are
distinct and represent a variable non-scoring face, which is either a 2, 3, 4, or 6
on a white die and either a 2, 4, or 6 on a black die. Another important point
is if the row contains non-scoring variables, the variable die or dice cannot
represent the scoring value. For instance, in the roll 4 4 4 a b, neither the a
nor the b can be a 4. The final column in the table displays the mathematical
representations of the number of permutations of each row.

Considering the roll 4 4 4 4 a , we see that all white dice are 4 and the

black die is a non-scoring face, which is either a 2 or a 6 in this case. We find
the permutations of the white dice by 4!

4!
= 1. We then have to determine how

many combinations we have for the black die. We find that the count is (2
1
) = 2

since only two possible faces can be rolled, and we have to choose one of the
two. Multiplying these values gives us 2 ways to score 40 points with the roll
4 4 4 4 a .

Considering the roll 4 4 a b 4 , we see that the two variable dice are different

faces on white dice. Since these faces can only be 2, 3, or 6 and we need to
select two of the three numbers, we have (3

2
) = 3 different possible

combinations for the unknown faces. Seeing that we have two 4s, and one of
each variable die, we have 4!

2!1!1!
= 12 possible ways to arrange the white dice.

Since the black die is fixed, we do not need to account for this separately.
Multiplying these values gives us 36 ways to score 40 points with the roll 4 4 a
b 4 .

To consider an example with the Flaming Sun, we can look at the roll 3 3

10 a * . For this roll, the unknown white die can be either a 2, 4, or 6. Since

we need one of the three possible outcomes, we use (3
1
) = 3 to find the number

of different combinations for the unknown die. Since we have four white dice,
two of which are 3s, along with one 10 and one unknown, we have 4!

2!1!1!
= 12

permutations of the white dice. The Flaming Sun is a constant in this case, so
we do not need to consider it separately. Multiplying these values gives us 36

ways to score 40 points with the roll 3 3 10 a * .

We also want to focus on a specific roll example that requires some care;

the roll 4 4 a a * . For this roll, the unknown white die can only be 2 or 3. It
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cannot be 6 because the roll 4 4 6 6 * would be counted as the higher value of

60. Since we need one of only two possible outcomes, we use (2
1
) = 2 to find the

number of different combinations for the unknown die. Since we have 4 white
dice, two of which are 4 and the other two are the same value a, we have 4!

2!2!
= 6

permutations of the white dice. Since the black die is fixed, we do not need to
account for this separately. Multiplying these values gives us 12 distinct ways

to score 40 with the roll 4 4 a a * .

Continuing these calculations for all possible rolls for this value, we find 232
different ways to score 40 points as shown in Table 1.

Table 1: All 232 total possible combinations of the score 40.
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Remembering the grand total of 7,776 ways to roll five dice, we can expand
on this list to create the frequency distribution, Table 2, which summarizes the
number of ways to get each possible result of the initial roll. As mentioned
previously, all numerical score values were determined via brute force using
permutations, combinations and basic counting techniques.

Table 2: Possible initial roll value along with the associated frequency
count.

4 Expected Value and Variance of CosmicWim-
pout Initial Roll

The expected value of an experiment is the weighted average of all numerical
outcomes, and this value predicts the average score for the player to roll on his
or her initial roll. If we let X be the value of the initial roll, then using the
data from Table 2, we can find the expected value, E[X], and the variance,
V ar[X], for a player’s initial roll. For the purpose of these computations, we
will exlcude the automatically winning and automatically losing rolls, as these
are not actual numerically scored values possible to use in calculations and
just use the other 7774 outcomes. Table 4 below was created using Excel and
includes the probabilities of each roll value X along with the expected value
and variance. From this we can expect, on average, any player in his or her
initial roll to score 26.54 and we have a variance of about 690 points.
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Table 3: The probabilities used to calculate E[X] and Var[X].

5 Markov Chains Applied to Cosmic Wimpout

Following the terminology found in [2], we describe a Markov chain as a set of
states along with a process that starts in one of the states and moves from one
state to another one step at a time. The transitional probabilities represent the
likelihood of flowing from one state to another, and the sum of all probabilities
of leaving each individual state is 1. Some Markov chains consist of one or
more states in which, once they are entered, they cannot be exited. In this
case, the chain would be called an Absorbing Markov chain, and any state
which cannot be exited is called an absorbing state. Numerically speaking, for
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any absorbing state the probability of transitioning to any other state is 0, while
the probability of transitioning to itself is 1. In an Absorbing Markov chain,
any state that is not absorbing is called a transient state. Once the process
has reached an absorbing state, we call the process absorbed. Visually, small
Markov chains can be represented by digraphs where the vertices (or circles)
represent the states and the directed edges (or arrows) represent the transitional
probabilities. However, when describing Markov Chains, it is often common to
use matrices whose entries are based on the probabilities of transitioning from
one state to another. Specifically, a transition matrix is one that incorporates
the transitional probabilities of a Markov chain, allowing us to answer long-
term questions about the process.

The Markov chain model we created for the Cosmic Wimpout Dice Game
consists of 21 states. Without loss of generality, we can group the states based
on the value of a Flash rolled (if any), as well as how many and what color
die or dice required rerolling. We also can combine certain Flash values into
a single state due to identical probabilities of leaving states. This method
of organization results in a model with four absorbing states. The absorbing
states are automatically winning, automatically losing, scoring and stopping,
and wimping out. The 17 transient states are listed below in Table 4, where B
represents a black die and W represents a white die. The final transient state
listed, “Roll/Reroll 5 dice, No Flash to clear” represents any roll of the five
dice with no Flash to clear, which is also representative of the initial roll.

Table 4: The 17 Transient states from the Cosmic Wimpout Markov
Chain.

Flash 2, 3, 4 or 6; Reroll 1W
Flash 5 or 10; Reroll 1W
Flash, 2, 4 or 6; Reroll 1B
Flash 3; Reroll 1B
Flash 5 or 10; Reroll 1B
Flash 2, 3, 4 or 6; Reroll 2W
Flash 5 or 10; Reroll 2W
Flash 2, 4 or 6; Reroll 1B and 1W
Flash 3; Reroll 1B, 1W

Flash 5 or 10; Reroll 1B and 1 W
Flash 2; Reroll 5 dice
Flash 3; Reroll 5 dice
Flash 4; Reroll 5 dice
Flash 5; Reroll 5 dice
Flash 6; Reroll 5 dice
Flash 10; Reroll 5 dice
Roll/Reroll 5 dice; No Flash to clear

By adding certain reasonable assumptions regarding specific cases during
game play we can minimize the number of variables and simplify the study sig-
nificantly. Generally, we assume the player will always make rational decisions.
The first assumption is that if a player rolls a Flaming Sun, when not counted
as part of a Flash, the value will be 10 instead of 5 since that results in more
total points. The second assumption is that a player will only reroll the die
or dice if forced to do so by the rules of the game. Thirdly, we assume that if
a player has to clear a Flash and has a choice to reroll a white or black die,
he or she will choose to reroll the black die to maximize the chance of scoring
and clearing the Flash. Operating under these assumptions, we can calculate
transitional probabilities from each state and complete the values represented
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in the Markov model. We can then arrange these probabilities in a 21 x 21
transition matrix.

After determining the possible outcomes for the initial roll, the possible
outcomes for all rerolls have to be accounted for in order to eventually create
the Markov Chain model. For example, when clearing a Flash, depending on
whether or not there are other scoring dice, there is the possibility of rerolling
either one white die, one black die, one white and one black die, two white
dice, or all 5 dice. Consider the example of having to reroll two dice to clear
a Flash of 2s where one die is white and the other is black, which means we
are in the state Flash 2, 4 or 6; Reroll 1B and 1W. There are 36 possible
outcomes when we reroll, but each results in transitioning to one of four states.
These states are scoring and stopping, scoring and rerolling all 5 dice with no
Flash to clear, wimping out, or getting a 2 on one of the rerolled dice and, by
the Futtless Rule, remaining in the same state of Flash 2, 4 or 6; Reroll
1B and 1W. Note two of these states are transient and the other two are
absorbing. A list of all possible reroll outcomes for this example along with
their corresponding state transitioned to appears in Table 5.

Table 5: Outcomes For Rerolling One White Die and One Black Die
For Initial Roll Flash of 2s.
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As we can see, 11 of the 36 outcomes result in the player rerolling the same
two dice and staying in the same state, 13 result in the player scoring and
stopping, 6 result in the player scoring on all five dice and being forced to
reroll all five but no longer having to clear a Flash, and 6 result in wimping
out. This basic approach was used to determine the transitional probabilities
for the entire Markov chain model.

We now present some examples illustrating how to completely determine
the transitional probabilities between states. For each example, we will not
reduce the fractions in order to highlight the counting aspects involved. Note
that going forward, the states will be abbreviated for space considerations. For
example, Flash 3 means we have a Flash of 3s, Roll 5 means we must roll all
5 dice, No Flash means no Flash needs to be cleared, etc. . .

Transitional Probability Example 1: Suppose we are in the state Flash 3;
Reroll 1B. There are only 2 states we can transition to:

� If we score on the reroll, we have cleared the Flash, but have scored on all
5 dice. Because of the YMNWTBYM rule, we must now reroll all 5 dice,
but no longer have to clear a Flash. This means we have transitioned to
the transient state Roll 5; no Flash. There are 3 values of the black
die which give this result; namely 5, 10, and *. Thus, the transitional
probability from Flash 3; Reroll 1B to Roll 5; no Flash is 3

6
.

� If we do not score on the reroll, this means we have rolled a 2, 4, or 6
(recall the black die does not have a value of 3). This means our turn
ends and we have transitioned to the absorbing state Wimpout. There
are 3 values of the black die which satisfy this condition: namely 2, 4,
and 6. Thus, this transitional probability from Flash 3; Reroll 1B to
Wimpout is 3

6
.

� Since we cannot transition from the state Flash 3; Reroll 1B back to
itself or any of the other 18 states those transitional probabilities are all
0.

Transitional Probability Example 2: Suppose we are in the state Flash 5, 10;
Reroll 1W. Without loss of generality, we will assume we have a Flash of 5s.
We can transition to 3 possible states.

� If we get a 5 on the reroll, we have not cleared the Flash, and by the
Futtless rule we must reroll the white die again. This means we have
transitioned back to the same state of Flash 5, 10; Reroll 1W. Thus,
the transitional probability from Flash 5, 10; Reroll 1W back to Flash
5, 10; Reroll 1W is 1

6
.

� If we get a 10 on the reroll, we have cleared the Flash, but have now
scored on all 5 dice. Because of the YMNWTBYM rule, we must now
reroll all 5 dice, but no longer have to clear a Flash. This means we
have transitioned to the transient state Roll 5; no Flash. Thus, the
transitional probability from Flash 5, 10; Reroll 1W to Roll 5; no
Flash is 1

6
.
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� If we get a 2, 3, 4, or 6 on the reroll, then our turn ends and we transition
to the absorbing state Wimpout. Thus, the transitional probability
from Flash 5, 10; Reroll 1W to Wimpout is 4

6
.

� Since we cannot transition from the state Flash 5, 10; Reroll 1W to
any of the remaining 18 states, those transitional probabilities are all 0.

Transition Probability Example 3: Suppose we are in the state Flash 2, 4, 6;
Reroll 1B, 1W. Without loss of generality, assume that we have a Flash of
2s. Table 5 actually outlines all the possible states we can transition to in this
situation.

� If we reroll and either of the two dice rolls a 2, then we have not cleared
the Flash and by the Futtless rule, we must reroll both dice again. This
means we have transitioned back to the transient state Flash 2, 4, 6;
Reroll 1B, 1W. As seen in Table 5, there are 11 ways this can occur.
Thus, the transitional probability from Flash 2, 4, 6; Reroll 1B, 1W
back to Flash 2, 4, 6; Reroll 1B, 1W is 11

36
.

� If we reroll and both dice end up as a scoring die (so the white die is 5
or 10 and the black die is 5, 10, or *), then we have cleared the Flash,
but have now scored on all 5 dice. Because of the YMNWTBYM rule,
we must now reroll all 5 dice, but no longer have to clear a Flash. This
means we have transitioned to the transient state Roll 5; no Flash. As
seen in Table 5, there are 6 ways this can occur. Thus, the transitional
probability from Flash 2, 4, 6; Reroll 1B, 1W to Roll 5; no Flash
is 6

36
.

� If we reroll and score on exactly one of the dice, and the value on the
other die is not a 2, then we have cleared the Flash, and since we did not
score on all 5 dice we can actually score points and stop our turn. This
means we have transitioned to the absorbing state Score and Stop. As
seen in Table 5, there are 13 ways this can occur. Thus, the transitional
probability from Flash 2, 4, 6; Reroll 1B, 1W to Score and Stop is
13
36
.

� If we reroll and neither die ends up a scoring die and, also, neither die
rolls a 2, then our turn ends and we transition to the absorbing state
Wimpout. As seen in Table 5, there are 6 ways this can occur. Thus,
the transitional probability from Flash 2, 4, 6; Reroll 1B, 1W to
Wimpout is 6

36
.

� Since we cannot transition from the state Flash 2, 4, 6; Reroll 1B,
1W to any of the remaining 17 states, those transitional probabilities are
all 0.

This process can be done for all 21 states in order to compute all transitional
probabilities for the Markov Chain and then be used to create a transition
matrix. Following the notation in [2], we will arrange the matrix, which we
will denote P, in a particular form called canonical form. This entails listing
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all transient states first, followed by all absorbing states. Once the Cosmic
Wimpout Markov chain model is in canonical form, we can see the pattern,

P = ( Q R
0 I

). Here 0 represents a 4 x 17 matrix in which every entry is 0,

I represents a 4 x 4 identity matrix, Q is the 17 x 17 matrix consisting of the
probabilities of transitioning from transient states to transient states, and R is
the 17 x 4 matrix consisting of the probabilities of transitioning from transient
states to absorbing states. The entire matrix P, shown in Table 6 (which has
been broken up into four smaller tables so all values can be read more easily),
can now be operated on using Maple software to answer questions regarding
the long-term process of the game.

Table 6: Tables 6a-6d together show the entries of matrix P.

Table 6a: Transition matrix representing the Markov Chain Model
for Cosmic Wimpout. All Initial States with Ending States of Rerolling
1W or 1B.
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Flash 2, 3, 4, 6; Reroll 1W 1/6 0 0 0 0
Flash 5, 10; Reroll 1W 0 1/6 0 0 0
Flash 2, 4, 6; Reroll 1B 0 0 1/6 0 0
Flash 3; Reroll 1B 0 0 0 0 0
Flash 5, 10; Reroll 1B 0 0 0 0 1/6
Flash 2, 3, 4, 6; Reroll 2W 0 0 0 0 0
Flash 5, 10 ; Reroll 2W 0 0 0 0 0
Flash 2, 4, 6; Reroll 1B, 1W 0 0 0 0 0
Flash 3; Reroll 1B, 1W 0 0 0 0 0
Flash 5, 10; Reroll 1B, 1W 0 0 0 0 0
Flash 2; Reroll 5 321/7776 216/7776 32/77776 16/7776 20/7776
Flash 3; Reroll 5 369/7776 216/7776 72/7776 0 30/7776
Flash 4; Reroll 5 321/7776 216/7776 32/7776 16/7776 20/7776
Flash 5; Reroll 5 356/7776 32/7776 36/7776 12/7776 3/7776
Flash 6; Reroll 5 321/7776 216/7776 32/7776 16/7776 20/7776
Flash 10; Reroll 5 356/7776 32/7776 36/7776 12/7776 3/7776
Roll 5; No Flash 660/7776 288/7776 72/7776 24/7776 30/7776
Auto Win 0 0 0 0 0
Auto Lose 0 0 0 0 0
Score and Stop 0 0 0 0 0
Wimpout 0 0 0 0 0
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Table 6b: Transition matrix representing the Markov Chain Model
for Cosmic Wimpout. All Initial States with Ending States of Rerolling
2W or 1B,1W.
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Flash 2, 3, 4, 6; Reroll 1W 0 0 0 0 0
Flash 5, 10; Reroll 1W 0 0 0 0 0
Flash 2, 4, 6; Reroll 1B 0 0 0 0 0
Flash 3; Reroll 1B 0 0 0 0 0
Flash 5, 10; Reroll 1B 0 0 0 0 0
Flash 2, 3, 4, 6; Reroll 2W 11/36 0 0 0 0
Flash 5, 10 ; Reroll 2W 0 11/36 0 0 0
Flash 2, 4, 6; Reroll 1B, 1W 0 0 11/36 0 0
Flash 3; Reroll 1B, 1W 0 0 0 6/36 0
Flash 5, 10; Reroll 1B, 1W 0 0 0 0 11/36
Flash 2; Reroll 5 102/7776 210/7776 34/7776 18/7776 48/7776
Flash 3; Reroll 5 126/7776 210/7776 78/7776 0 72/7776
Flash 4; Reroll 5 102/7776 210/7776 34/7776 18/7776 48/7776
Flash 5; Reroll 5 342/7776 192/7776 114/7776 39/7776 48/7776
Flash 6; Reroll 5 102/7776 216/7776 34/7776 18/7776 48/7776
Flash 10; Reroll 5 342/7776 186/7776 114/7776 39/7776 48/7776
Roll 5; No Flash 342/7776 378/7776 114/7776 39/7776 96/7776
Auto Win 0 0 0 0 0
Auto Lose 0 0 0 0 0
Score and Stop 0 0 0 0 0
Wimpout 0 0 0 0 0
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Table 6c: Transition matrix representing the Markov Chain Model
for Cosmic Wimpout. All Transient States with Ending States of
Rerolling or Rolling all 5 Dice.

F
la
s
h

2
;
R
e
r
o
ll

5

F
la
s
h

3
;
R
e
r
o
ll

5

F
la
s
h

4
;
R
e
r
o
ll

5

F
la
s
h

5
;
R
e
r
o
ll

5

F
la
s
h

6
;
R
e
r
o
ll

5

F
la
s
h

1
0
;
R
e
r
o
ll

5

R
o
ll

5
;
N

o
F
la
s
h

Flash 2, 3,
4, 6; Reroll
1W

0 0 0 0 0 0 2/6

Flash 5, 10;
Reroll 1W

0 0 0 0 0 0 1/6

Flash 2, 4,
6; Reroll 1B

0 0 0 0 0 0 3/6

Flash 3;
Reroll 1B

0 0 0 0 0 0 3/6

Flash 5, 10;
Reroll 1B

0 0 0 0 0 0 2/6

Flash 2, 3,
4, 6; Reroll
2W

0 0 0 0 0 0 4/36

Flash 5, 10;
Reroll 2W

0 0 0 0 0 0 1/36

Flash 2, 4,
6; Reroll
1B, 1W

0 0 0 0 0 0 6/36

Flash 3;
Reroll 1B,
1W

0 0 0 0 0 0 6/36

Flash 5, 10;
Reroll 1B,
1W

0 0 0 0 0 0 2/36

Flash 2;
Reroll 5

4651/7776 36/7776 60/7776 20/7776 66/7776 26/7776 2/7776

Flash 3;
Reroll 5

60/7776 4026/7776 60/7776 20/7776 66/7776 26/7776 3/7776

Flash 4;
Reroll 5

60/7776 36/7776 4651/7776 20/7776 66/7776 26/7776 2/7776

Flash 5;
Reroll 5

14/7776 8/7776 14/7776 4651/7776 14/7776 1/7776 2/7776

Flash 6;
Reroll 5

60/7776 36/7776 60/7776 20/7776 4651/7776 26/7776 3/7776

Flash 10;
Reroll 5

14/7776 8/7776 14/7776 1/7776 20/7776 4651/7776 3/7776

Roll 5; No
Flash

60/7776 36/7776 60/7776 20/7776 66/7776 26/7776 3/7776

Auto Win 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Auto Lose 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Score and
Stop

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Wimpout 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Table 6d: Transition matrix representing the Markov Chain Model
for Cosmic Wimpout. All Initial States with Ending States an Ab-
sorbing State.

A
u
to

W
in

A
u
to

L
o
se

S
c
o
r
e
a
n
d

S
to

p

W
im

p
o
u
t

Flash 2, 3, 4, 6; Reroll 1W 0 0 0 3/6
Flash 5, 10; Reroll 1W 0 0 0 4/6
Flash 2, 4, 6; Reroll 1B 0 0 0 2/6
Flash 3; Reroll 1B 0 0 0 3/6
Flash 5, 10; Reroll 1B 0 0 0 3/6
Flash 2, 3, 4, 6; Reroll 2W 0 0 12/36 9/36
Flash 5, 10 ; Reroll 2W 0 0 8/36 16/36
Flash 2, 4, 6; Reroll 1B, 1W 0 0 13/36 6/36
Flash 3; Reroll 1B, 1W 0 0 15/36 9/36
Flash 5, 10; Reroll 1B, 1W 0 0 11/36 12/36
Flash 2; Reroll 5 1/7776 1/7776 1836/7776 60/7776
Flash 3; Reroll 5 1/7776 1/7776 2250/7776 90/7776
Flash 4; Reroll 5 1/7776 1/7776 1836/7776 60/7776
Flash 5; Reroll 5 1/7776 1/7776 1446/7776 450/7776
Flash 6; Reroll 5 0 1/7776 1836/7776 60/7776
Flash 10; Reroll 5 1/7776 0 1446/7776 450/7776
Roll 5; No Flash 1/7776 1/7776 5010/7776 450/7776
Auto Win 1 0 0 0
Auto Lose 0 1 0 0
Score and Stop 0 0 1 0
Wimpout 0 0 0 1

Expected Number of Times in Transient States

As described in [2], the first matrix operation to perform gives us what we call
the fundamental matrix, N. We find N by the formula N = (I −Q)−1 where
I is a 17 x 17 identity matrix and Q we find from the canonical form of P.
We call the states in each row si and the states in each column sj . These
matrix entries represent the expected number of times the process will be in
each transient state sj over a long period of time, given the process started in
state si. The matrix N for our model was computed using Maple and is given
in Table 7 below:
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Table 7: Fundamental Matrix N for Cosmic Wimpout Markov Chain.

Absorbing Probabilities

As noted in [2], raising P to any power n results with a 21 x 21 matrix where
the i,j entry represents the probability of being in state sj after n steps, given
the player started in state si. Therefore, as n approaches infinity, the entries
in block Qn all approach 0. The entries in the upper right block represent the
probabilities that the chain will be absorbed into state sj given that the player
started in transient state si. Using R from the canonical form of matrix P, we
can compute the product B = NR, where N is the fundamental matrix found
previously. The entries in matrix B represent the probability that the chain
will be absorbed into state sj given that the process started in transient state
si. The matrix B for our model was computed using Maple software and is
given below in Table 8. Since the last row also represents the initial state of the
game, we know that the probabilities in this row denote the probabilities that a
player will end in each respective absorbing state by following the assumptions
outlined previously for game play.
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Table 8: Matrix of Absorbing Probabilities For Each Transient State.

Auto Win Auto Lose Score & Stop Wimpout

Time to Absorption

The final matrix we can compute, as described in [2], is given by t = Nc,
where N is the fundamental matrix and c is the 17 row column vector in which
every entry is 1. By performing this operation, we find a 17 x 1 vector, t, for
which every entry represents the expected number of steps before the chain is
absorbed when starting in the given transient state si. The column matrix t is
given below in Table 9. Focusing on the last entry, we can expect the process
to take 1.553 steps from any player’s initial roll before being absorbed.
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Table 9: Expected Number of Steps Before Absorption For Each
Transient State.

6 Conclusion

Applying counting techniques and probability to the game Cosmic Wimpout,
we found the possible outcomes for the initial roll and calculated the expected
score for the initial roll of five dice to be about 26.57 points. Using frequencies
and probabilities, we constructed a Markov chain model to represent the game
and applied matrix operations to answer questions regarding the duration and
probability of the process going through certain states. Specifying conditions
in which the player would choose to reroll or not reroll instead of assuming the
player only do so when forced to by the rules of the game would provide a more
intricate and realistic model for the game and something for future exploration.
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